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Today, roughly 100,000 Gypsies call Australia 
home, yet until now their experiences have been 
hidden from our history, and from our present.

Here, award-winning memoirist and novelist Mandy 
Sayer weaves together a wide-ranging and exuberant 
history of Gypsies in Australia. She begins with 
the roots of Romani culture, and traces the first 
Gypsy people to arrive in Australia, including James 
Squire, the colony’s first brewer. She meets Gypsy 
families from all over Australia, who share the 
stories of their ancestors and their own lives.

With her own nomadic early life and experiences as 
a street performer, Sayer brings unique insight into 
the lives of the people she meets, and a strong sense 
of their extraordinary history. She also demolishes 
some longstanding but baseless myths along the 
way. Her original and compelling book reveals a rich 
part of our history that few of us even know is there.

Mandy Sayer’s non-fiction has attracted many 
honours, including the 2000 National Biography 
Award, the 1998 New England Booksellers’ Award 
in the US, the 2006 South Australian Premier’s 
Award, and the 2006 Age Book of the Year. She has 
two degrees from Indiana University, and a PhD 
in Research and Writing from the University of 
Technology, Sydney, where she was the holder of 
the CAL Non-Fiction Writer-in-Residence in 2014. 
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John Birmingham has written millions of words, 
but this book – decades in the works – brings 
together the top-shelf ones – funny, wicked and 
sometimes even wise.

No topic is safe from Birmingham’s satirical eye. He 
skewers the political clowns of our time (an endless, 
thankless task), defends the humble potato scallop 
against something called a potato cake, goes into 
battle against magpies, charts the tragic demise of 
the waterbed industry, touts yoga for the modern 
bro, wishes for a ’90s revival, and even mansplains 
manspreading. 

These hilarious pieces cover a wide range of topics 
from food to fitness and politics to pork, in all its 
glories. And, of course, fashion. Ever the equal 
opportunist, John Birmingham skewers them all.

‘If laughter is the best medicine, I’m claiming this 
book on Medicare.’ – Wil Anderson

John Birmingham is a journalist, novelist, 
columnist, blogger, and a virtuosic tweeter. He 
wrote features for magazines including Rolling 
Stone, Playboy and The Independent Monthly for 
a decade before publishing He Died With a Falafel 
in His Hand. He is also the author of Leviathan: an 
unauthorised biography of Sydney, The Tasmanian 
Babes Fiasco, the Axis of Time series of thrillers, the 
Disappearance series and the Dave Hooper novels. 
In 2016, he published How to be a Writer: Who 
smashes deadlines, crushes editors and lives in a 
solid gold hovercraft. He currently writes regular 
columns for Fairfax Media and lives in Brisbane.
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‘As the mother came to the surface, she slowly 
lifted the calf completely clear of the water. The 
calf took what we understood to be its first breath.’

Marine biologist Micheline Jenner discovered 
humpback breeding grounds off the Kimberley 
coast, swam through orange golfball-sized pygmy 
blue whale poo to uncover a feeding spot, and is one 
of very few people to witness a humpback whale 
giving birth. In The Secret Life of Whales she shares 
insights from her work with humpback, blue and 
pygmy blue whales, taking us from Australia to 
Antarctica and beyond. 

Enlightening and eye-opening, The Secret Life of 
Whales reveals fascinating information about how 
whales live, tapping into Jenner’s wealth of scientific 
knowledge and infectious enthusiasm for these 
magnificent creatures.

Micheline Jenner is a marine biologist and co-
founder of the Centre for Whale Research (Western 
Australia) Inc. With her husband Curt, she has 
studied humpback and blue whales, and conducted 
biodiversity and whale, dolphin and porpoise 
observation surveys since 1990. 
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Once upon a time, hand-painted and hand-crafted 
signs brought colour and vibrancy to Australian 
towns, cities and along the roads that link them – 
advertising everything from Peter’s ice cream to 
Shelley’s famous drinks.

Now faded and slowly disappearing, these signs 
tell the story of the way we have lived over two 
centuries.

Brady Michaels has recorded an impressive 
collection of signs across the land – from old-time 
ads for household goods, Chinese restaurant signs 
and more recent ones, including those for now-
defunct video stores and internet cafés.  

Beautifully composed and nostalgic images are 
accompanied with commentary by Dale Campisi 
who ponders the significance of these fading and 
disappearing signs – artful, kitsch and sometimes 
hilarious – lovingly preserved through Brady’s lens.

Brady Michaels and Dale Campisi have written 
several Australian travel guides and history books, 
including Go Explore Melbourne (2009), The Eating 
and Drinking Guide to Melbourne (2011), and 
Melbourne: A City of Villages (2015). In 2016 they 
published two colour-in books, A day in Melbourne 
and A day in Hobart. 
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A Timeline of Australian Food chronicles 150 
years of Australian food, beginning with the first 
Australian cookbook in the 1860s and ending with 
the game-changing cooking show, ‘MasterChef’.

Even within the lifetime of today’s Baby Boomers 
there have been revolutionary changes in how we 
eat. While the standard Anglo–Irish staples of meat 
and potatoes haven’t disappeared, they’ve been 
joined by pizza and phớ, kimchi and kebabs. And 
once we had two takeaway options – fish and chips 
– but now they’re endless.

This illustrated history is never bland and is served 
in digestible chunks with big helpings of tasty trivia 
and a generous dash of nostalgia. How did Tim 
Tams get their name?  Why was Australia’s first 
commercial olive oil produced in a prison? Did an 
Australian firm really market Dugong pâté?  This 
book answers these questions and many more – you 
won’t go hungry waiting for answers. 

Jan O’Connell is a grocer’s granddaughter and 
a Baby Boomer who has spent a lifetime in leading 
Australian advertising agencies, writing about ice 
cream, lollies, beer, yoghurt, soup and a multitude 
of other things we eat and drink. Her blog 
australianfoodtimeline.com.au documents more 
than two centuries of changes in the way we eat, 
shop and grow our food. She lives, works and eats 
with her husband in Abbotsford, Victoria.
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CADBURY 
FACTORY OPENS IN 

HOBART

Australia was the first export 
market for the British chocolate 
giant, Cadbury. Then, in 1922, a 
consortium of the firms Cadbury, 

Fry and Pascall opened a factory at 
Claremont on the Derwent River 

in Hobart to manufacture 
cocoa, chocolate and other 

confectionery. 

1921 1922

Nellie Kelly passionfruit developed 
Melbourne nurseryman ‘Clary’ Kelly developed the Nellie 
Kelly passionfruit vine by grafting popular fruiting varieties 
onto hardy root stock. By the 1950s, Clary’s vines were 
adorning backyards Australia-wide, having been planted  
in the traditional manner with a piece of lamb’s liver  
in the hole. In 1958, they became our first plant  
variety to be trademarked.

Violet Crumble 
first advertised
It’s not certain when the 
first Violet Crumble was 
made, but a box of Violet 
Crumbles was advertised in 
1921. The trademark was 
registered in 1923. Legend 
has it that Abel Hoadley 
named it after his wife’s 
favourite flower. However, 
Abel retired in 1913 and 
died in 1918 – probably 
before Violet Crumbles 
were made.

Country Women’s Association founded
The first Country Women’s Association (CWA) branch was 
founded in New South Wales in 1922. Other states 
followed and in 1945 delegates from each state voted to 
form a national body. As well as working in the interests  
of rural women, the CWA became a powerful force in 
Australian cooking; publishing cookbooks, running 
cooking competitions, feeding emergency service 
workers and catering for local events. 

Eskimo Pie arrives in Australia
The Eskimo Pie – a foil-wrapped ice cream bar covered  
in chocolate – was invented by Christian Kent Nelson in  
Iowa USA in 1920. He franchised the product and by  
January 1922 Eskimo Pies were being manufactured and  
sold by a number of licensees in Australia. Peters eventually 
owned the brand name Australia-wide. 

Balfour’s Frog Cakes 
introduced
A South Australian specialty, Frog Cakes are made from two 
layers of sponge with a jam filling, topped by a dome of 
mock cream and covered in fondant icing. Two ‘eyes’ are 
piped on top and the dome is slashed to form a ‘mouth’. In 
2001 Frog Cakes were officially recognised by the National 
Trust as a South Australian icon. 

Minties invented
Minties were invented in 
1922 by James Noble 
Stedman and marketed 
under the Sweetacres brand. 
They were patented in 
1926. The chewy 
peppermint lollies became 
famous for the advertising 
line ‘It’s moments like these  
you need Minties’.
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The never-before-told story of World War II 
escape artist extraordinaire Johnny Peck. 

In August 1941, an eighteen-year-old Australian 
soldier made his first prison break – an audacious 
night-time escape from a German prisoner-of-war 
camp in Crete. Astoundingly, this was only the first 
of many.

An infantryman in the 2/7 Battalion, Johnny Peck 
was first thrown into battle against Italian forces 
in the Western Desert. Campaigns against Hitler’s 
Wehrmacht and Luftwaffe in Greece and Crete 
followed. When Crete fell to the Germans in 1941, 
Peck was trapped on the island with hundreds of 
other men. On the run, he depended on his wits, the 
kindness of strangers, and sheer good luck. Until his 
luck ran out …

Historian Peter Monteath reveals the action-packed 
tale of one Aussie soldier and his remarkable war.

‘A story not to be missed! Quite simply the best 
POW and escape story I’ve read.’ — Peter Brune

Peter Monteath is Professor of History at 
Flinders University and author of POW: Australian 
Prisoners of War in Hitler’s Reich.
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The annual collection celebrating the finest voices 
in Australian science writing. 

From the furthest reaches of the universe to the 
microscopic world of our genes, science offers 
writers the kind of scope other subjects simply can’t 
match. Good writing about science can be moving, 
funny, exhilarating or poetic, but it will always 
be honest and rigorous about the research that 
underlies it. 

Now in its seventh year, The Best Australian Science 
Writing 2017 brings together knowledge and insight 
from Australia’s brightest thinkers as they explore 
the intricacies of the world around us. This lively 
collection of essays covers a wide range of subjects, 
and challenges our perceptions of the world and how 
we exist within it. 

Michael Slezak is a multi-award winning science 
and environment reporter. Since 2016 he has been 
reporting on environmental science and policy 
for the Guardian Australia. Before that he was 
the Australasian correspondent for New Scientist 
magazine, reporting on all aspects of science and 
its effect on the world.

The Best Australian 
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Charles Bean shaped Australia’s interpretation 
of the Great War. Top military historians analyse 
the man, his myth-making and his long-reaching 
legacy.

Australia’s official war correspondent during WWI, 
Charles Bean was also Australia’s first official war 
historian and the driving force behind the creation 
of the Australian War Memorial. Famously criticised 
for his myth-making as editor of The Anzac Book, 
Bean was also a public servant, institutional leader, 
author, social activist, thinker, doer, philosopher 
and polemicist.

Australia’s top military historians – including Peter 
Stanley, Michael McKernan, Peter Edwards, David 
Horner, Peter Rees, Craig Stockings and the late 
Jeffrey Grey – analyse the man, the myth and his 
legacy. 

Peter Stanley is Research Professor in the 
Australian Centre for the Study of Armed Conflict 
and Society at UNSW Canberra. He has published 
30 books, mostly in Australian military history. He 
is an Associate Director of ACSACS, the General 
Editor of the Army’s Cambridge University Press 
series and President of Honest History. His most 
recent book (with Vicken Babkenian) is Armenia, 
Australia & the Great War.
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Welcome to the world of university academics, 
where the Academic Hunger Games is the 
new reality – a perpetual jostle for short-term 
contracts and the occasional plum job. 

But Inger Mewburn is here to tell you that life 
needn’t be so grim. 

A veteran of the university ‘gig economy’, Mewburn 
– aka The Thesis Whisperer – is perfectly placed 
to reflect on her experience and offer a wealth of 
practical strategies to survive and thrive. Here, 
she deftly navigates the world of the working 
academic, from thesis and article writing and 
keeping motivation alive, to research strategies, 
new technologies, applying for promotion, sexism in 
the workplace, writing grant applications and even 
deciding what to wear to give a keynote address. 

Constructive, inclusive, hands-on and gloves-off, 
How to be an Academic is a survival manual for 
aspiring and practising academics that will confirm 
that no matter what your experience in academia, 
you are not alone.

Dr Inger Mewburn is a researcher who has 
specialised in research education since 2006. A 
former lecturer in architecture, she is currently the 
Director of Research Training at the Australian 
National University and creator of the popular blog 
The Thesis Whisperer (thesiswhisperer.com), which 
gives advice to PhD students. 
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‘I was written out of the family story. This book is 
my attempt to write myself, and my mother, back 
into it.’

In this singular memoir, historian and biographer 
Jim Davidson writes about his fraught relationship 
with his authoritarian father, whose South African 
background and time in Papua New Guinea and 
Fjii prompted his own post-war mini-empire of 
dominance. An amazingly controlling parent, he 
rejects his first son – gay – as he creates a second 
family, shutting Jim out and eventually disinheriting 
him. But he never really leaves him alone.

This is an Australian story, extending to Arnhem 
Land, with glimpses of South Africa, India and 
London. Beautifully written, moving and insightful, 
the book tells of a time of crushing conformity. It’s a 
sharp reminder that some experiences can never be 
erased from our personal histories.

‘A vivid and disturbing portrait of a family.’ – Alex 
Miller

Jim Davidson is a historian, biographer and 
former editor of Meanjin (1975–82). He has been 
an academic and an opera critic, and the author of 
two prize-winning biographies: Lyrebird Rising: 
Louise Hanson-Dyer of Oiseau-Lyre, 1884–1962 
and A Three-Cornered Life: The historian WK 
Hancock. The latter won the Prime Minister’s Prize 
for History, a Western Australian Premier’s Award 
and the Age Book of the Year for non-fiction.  
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The extraordinary work of Sydney’s post-war 
European émigré designers is revealed for the first 
time. 

While Harry Seidler is one of Australia’s most 
famous architects, little is known of his European-
born contemporaries. The Other Moderns profiles 
the work of modernist architects Henry Epstein and 
Hugo Stossel, furniture companies Artes Studios 
and Gerstl Furniture, and designers Susan Kozma-
Orlay and George Kóródy, uncovering the network 
of architects, designers, property developers, 
retailers and photographers who brought a distinctly 
European style to mid-century Australia.

Richly illustrated, including stunning images from 
Austrian-born photographer Margaret Michaelis, 
and furniture from the collection of Canberra’s 
Hotel Hotel, the book celebrates the work of this 
unacknowledged group of style makers.

Rebecca Hawcroft is a cultural heritage 
professional with 20 years’ experience working in 
the heritage and museums sector. Rebecca is the 
guest curator for Sydney Living Museums’ The 
Moderns exhibition in August – November 2017. 
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Margaret Michaelis, No title (Back 
view, Francis Street, Sydney) gelatin 
silver photograph printed image 32.6 x 
30.4 cm National Gallery of Australia, 
Canberra Gift of the estate of Margaret 
Michaelis-Sachs 1986.

Opposite: Margaret Michaelis, No title 
(Female dancer leaning back) 1940-52 
gelatin silver photograph image 20.6 x 16.5 
cm sheet 22 x 16.5 cm, National Gallery of 
Australia, Canberra Gift of the estate of 
Margaret Michaelis-Sachs 1986.

Wooden armed chair and two-piece yin-yang table, unknown provenance. Photographed at Hotel Hotel 2017.
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From majestic carved chairs to stately furniture 
still housed in Victoria’s Government House today, 
Made to Order celebrates the furniture of George 
Thwaites and his sons.

For three decades following the discovery of 
gold, Melbourne gave rise to Gothic-Revival style 
buildings and the well-heeled built mansions on a 
grand scale. Foremost in furnishing these was the 
remarkable cabinet work of Geo. Thwaites & Son. 

Made to Order provides a fascinating insight into 
colonial Melbourne and features an extraordinary 
range of furniture that provides a testament to the 
quality of the Thwaites’ workmanship.
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In preparation for the visit of Prince Alfred in 1867, a private entrance was added to the 

house for his use. This would have required a further suite of hall furniture. It is speculated that 

a hall bench and two hall chairs in cedar from such a suite remain in service at Government 

House. The bench and the chairs are backed with the carved VR monogram of Queen Victoria. 

The carving on these chairs is of exceptional quality and may well have been undertaken by the 

carver Angus McLean or Daniel Livingstone, both of whom collaborated with the Thwaites 

on a number of important commissions.

A richly carved serpentine-front cedar hall table was attributed to Thwaites by Lane 

and Shaw during their 1984 survey of Government House furniture. The table’s serpentine 

front with its small central drawer and the two deeply carved and sweeping lion’s feet placed 

firmly astride give this piece a feline sinuosity. The back of the table is surmounted with the 

MUP LA NAUZE 4TH PAGES-PRESS v01.indd   121 28/4/17   11:11 am

126 MADE TO ORDER

Elizabethan-revival chairs, 
c1854, attributed to Geo. 
Thwaites & Son for Toorak, 
110 × 48 cm

Published with permission of the 

Office of the Governor of Victoria
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This beautifully illustrated book – written by one of 
the world’s foremost botanical scholars – reveals 
Bauer’s innovative colour-coding technique for the 
first time. 

Ferdinand Bauer is seen by many as the greatest 
natural history painter of all time. Hand-picked 
by Joseph Banks, in 1801–05 Bauer accompanied 
Matthew Flinders during his circumnavigation 
of Australia, and lived in New South Wales and 
on Norfolk Island. Unusually for the time, Bauer 
recorded animals and plants in the wild, not captured 
or dead specimens. And, as he wasn’t able to carry 
all the colours he needed, he came up with a clever 
technique of covering his sketches with numbers. 

Painting by Numbers is a fascinating new study of 
Bauer’s work and includes reproductions of never-
before-published works from collections in Europe 
and Australia. 

David J. Mabberley AM is a botanist, 
educator and writer. He is an Emeritus Fellow, 
Wadham College, University of Oxford, Professor 
Extraordinary, University of Leiden and Adjunct 
Professor, Macquarie University, Sydney. He is 
the author of the award-winning Mabberley’s 
Plant-book: A portable dictionary of plants, their 
classification and uses, now in its fourth edition.  
This is his nineteenth book.
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In his later writings, Flinders named all the capes and inlets further east, 
including Cape Bauer (‘a cliffy head … after the painter of natural history’), Cape 
(i.e. Point) Brown, Point Westall and the Investigator Group. They were anx-
ious to determine whether the continent was in fact separated into islands and, as 
Flinders wrote,

Large rivers, deep inlets, inland seas, and passages into the Gulph of Carpentaria, 
were terms frequently used in our conversations … and the prospect of making 
an interesting discovery, seemed to have infused new life and vigour into every 

man in the ship.

On 21 February, a cutter with its crew of eight was lost and Flinders named 
the area Memory Cove as a tribute to the dead men. The scientific work never-
theless continued: the next day Bauer caught a lizard and sketched an Australian 
ringneck parrot that was shot.

After Port Lincoln, where Bauer managed to get on land, reaching what 
is now Stamford Hill,33 part of the Port Lincoln National Park, the ship entered 
Spencer Gulf. At its head, near present-day Port Augusta, Bauer, Brown, Westall, 

Phyllopteryx taeniolatus (weedy or 
common seadragon, Syngnathinae). 
Colour-coded pencil drawing of specimen 
caught in King George Sound, December 
1801. First collected by Sir Joseph Banks 
on Cook’s first voyage, this seadragon 
is found in southern Australian waters 
north to Newcastle, New South Wales.
Naturhistorisches Museum, Vienna. Previously 
unpublished. [SLNSW 66A]

Phyllopteryx taeniolatus (weedy or 
common seadragon, Syngnathinae). 
‘Finished’ watercolour by Ferdinand 
Bauer from drawing of specimen caught 
in King George Sound, December 1801.
Australian Zoological Drawings 48, Natural 
History Museum, London [SLNSW 66B]

Good and their companions set off on 10 March, wading through a mile of boggy 
saltmarsh for a trek of 24 kilometres across the coastal plain, to climb to the summit 
of what Flinders was later to name, after his naturalist, Mount Brown, now within 
Mount Brown Conservation Park in the Flinders Ranges.34 They reached the top 
at dusk and had to spend the night there, Brown recording, ‘We slept or rather lay 
down about 1/3 from the top, in a gully [now Peter Good Gully] without water 
& without fire, for the small one we were able to keep up rather servd to increase 
the cold wind from the mountain than to warm us’, while their weary servants 
bivouacked below.35

On 21 March, the expedition reached Kangaroo Island, south-west of pres-
ent-day Adelaide, and the crew once again set about slaughtering animals for food, 
Flinders recording,

I had with me a double-barrelled gun fitted with a bayonet, and the gentlemen 
my companions had muskets. It would be difficult to guess how many kanga-
roos were seen; but I killed ten, and the rest of the party made up the number 
to thirty-one, taken on board in the course of the day … After this butchery, 
for the poor animals suffered themselves to be shot in the eyes with small shot, 
and in some cases to be knocked on the head with sticks … the whole ship’s 
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A landmark book showcasing the Australiana 
Fund’s collection of culturally significant works of 
fine and decorative arts. 

From ceramic cockatoos and hand-painted china 
to splendid silverware and historic paintings, 
Collecting for the Nation illustrates a broad sweep 
of Australian history and culture through the stories 
of the artworks in The Australiana Fund’s unique 
collection. 

Written by Australia’s most respected authors 
on architecture, art and decorative arts and 
design, Collecting for the Nation opens the doors 
of Australia’s four state houses – the vice-regal 
residences of Government House and Admiralty 
House and the prime ministerial residences of The 
Lodge and Kirribilli House. The Australiana Fund’s 
collection is a ‘working collection’ selected to be 
both beautiful and useful – and all objects highlight 
an aspect of Australia’s cultural heritage, and bring 
to life the intertwined stories of the houses and the 
people who lived in them.Collecting for 

the Nation: The 
Australiana Fund

Edited by Jennifer Sanders

NewSouth
August 2017

Hardback with jacket 
270 x 200 mm 

328 pp
277 illustrations

$79.99
ISBN: 9781742235608

Rights available: World

Great Cobar Copper Mining Company  
established c.1869
Goblet 
Cobar, New South Wales, 1888
copper, 15.2 x 6 cm, 2007.6

Although usually eclipsed by the huge 
quantities of gold and silver extracted from 
Australia during the nineteenth century, 
copper also formed (and continues to 
form) an important part of Australia’s 
mineral wealth. Copper was mined in vast 
quantities north-east of Adelaide in South 
Australia from the mid-1840s, transforming 
that state’s economy. Much richer fi nds 
were later discovered at Cobar in central-
western New South Wales in 1870, and the 
Great Cobar Copper Mining Company was 
formed around this time. (The company also 
exhibited ores at the Sydney International 
Exhibition of 1879–1880.) Copper continues 
to be mined commercially at Cobar as part 
of a more diversifi ed mining structure that 
includes other metals. 

The goblet, cast from copper mined 
at Cobar – reputedly from the fi rst ingot 
poured from the Great Cobar Copper Mine 
– was intended to be presented to Sir Henry 
Parkes, then Premier of New South Wales, 
at a banquet held at Cobar on 23 August 
1888. It is inscribed, ‘SPECIMEN from GREAT 
COBAR COPPER MINE Presented TO SIR 
HENRY PARKES GCMG August. 1888’. The 
banquet was held in honour of government 
ministers, where it was regretted that 
Sir Henry Parkes was unable to attend. 
Presumably the goblet was inscribed for 
this occasion and presented to Parkes by 
his ministers on their return to Sydney. 

The goblet is an unadorned circular 
cup on a foot, its plainness being dictated 
by the technical limitations of the casting 
process in Cobar. The engraving forms the 
sole surface decoration. It was acquired by 
The Fund from the family of a descendant 
of Sir Henry Parkes. 

CHRISTOPHER MENZ
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Doulton & Co.  1858–1901
Artist: Louis Bilton, England/Australia, 
c.1860–c.1910, in Australia 1885–1887
Vase and cover
Burslem, Staff ordshire, England, c.1892
porcelain, glazed and gilded, 68 x 14.5 cm, 
2006.8

The English artist and china painter Louis 
Bilton was in Australia between 1885 and 
1887 to draw Australian fl ora for the borders 
of The picturesque atlas of Australasia, 
published in 1886–1888. Bilton trained at 
Minton & Co., the ceramics manufacturer at 
Stoke-on-Trent, in England, before coming 
to Australia in 1885. Stints teaching china 
painting and working for the art publisher 
John Sands in Sydney were followed by 
travels around parts of Australia to sketch 
the local fl ora and fauna until 1887, when he 
returned to England. These sketches proved 
invaluable when in 1892 he started work as 
a decorator at Doulton & Co. at Burslem.

Doulton & Co. showed a collection of 
handpainted porcelain at the 1893 Chicago 
Exhibition, winning many awards for wares 
created by its leading artists, of whom Bilton 
was one. He was a consummate colourist, 
and pieces with his designs were popular 
across Britain, North America and Australia. 

The Fund’s superb example of his work 
was for a prestigious American retailer. 
The gum blossoms and leaves, painted in 
warm, rich colours, circumscribe the middle 
and upper body, which tapers elegantly to 
the neck and cover. It is unlikely that Bilton 
modelled the vase; he would have worked 
closely with a specialist Doulton modeller, 
ensuring the body’s shaping and ‘brocading’ 
would be in concert with his design. 

Botanical analysis and observation of 
nature’s growth, fl ow and rhythms were 
major inspirations for the decorative arts 
during the late nineteenth century. The Fund’s 
‘Bilton vase’ epitomises this aesthetic. 

ANDREW MONTANA
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A revealing account of how the welcoming attitude 
to Indochinese immigrants arriving by boat that 
was on display during the years of the Fraser 
Government shifted into the draconian policies 
that demonise asylum seekers now. 

In the late 1970s, thousands of Vietnamese, 
Cambodians and Laotians arrived in Australia by 
boat, fleeing war and oppression. This influx of 
people, and the way the Fraser government handled 
it, marked not only the real end of the White 
Australia Policy, it presented major challenges to 
politicians. Driven by a humanitarian commitment 
to refugees, resettlement became central to the new 
immigration policy.

Claire Higgins’ important book recounts these 
extraordinary events. It is driven by the question 
of how we moved from a humanitarian approach 
to policies of mandatory detention - including on 
remote islands - and boat turn-backs. It also shows 
the extent to which the attitudes and statements of 
politicians and policy-makers determine the mood 
of the country, for better and worse. 

Dr Claire Higgins is a historian and a senior 
research associate at the Andrew and Renata 
Kaldor Centre for International Refugee Law 
at UNSW. A Fulbright Postdoctoral Scholar, 
she  previously completed doctoral study as 
a Clarendon Scholar at Merton College, the 
University of Oxford and is a regular commentator 
on issues facing asylum seekers. 

Asylum by Boat:
Origins of Australia’s 

refugee policy
Claire Higgins

UNSW Press
September 2017

Paperback 
210 x 135 mm

272 pp
$29.99

ISBN: 9781742235677
ePub/Kindle: 9781742244044 

ePDF: 9781742248424
Rights available: World



‘Running the City is an important and much needed 
exploration of the relationship between art, the public 
domain and its communities.’ – Clover Moore, Lord 
Mayor, City of Sydney 

Leading Australian curator Felicity Fenner profiles 
activity-based contemporary public art projects in 
Australia and around the globe – from running and 
cycling to guerilla gardening. 

Including runners taking to the streets of Sydney’s CBD 
in Runscape and Work No. 850 where athletes sprinted 
through the corridors of Tate Britain, Running the City 
reveals how public space can be activated in ways that 
are original, unexpected, fun and sometimes subversive. 
More than just site-specific public art, the projects 
examined in Running the City change the way we think 
about and inhabit our cities.

NewSouth, August 2017, Paperback, 234 x 153 mm,  
192 pp, 40 illustrations, $49.99, ISBN: 9781742235332,  
ebook: 9781742242835, ePDF: 9781742248318,  
Rights available: World

As Australia became a nation in 1901, no-one 
anticipated that ‘Aboriginal affairs’ would become an 
on-going national preoccupation.

Not ‘dying out’ as predicted, Aboriginal numbers 
recovered and – along with Torres Strait Islanders – they 
became an articulate presence, aggrieved at colonial 
authority’s interventions into family life and continuing 
dispossession. Indigenous and Other Australians since 
1901 narrates their recovery – not only in numbers but in 
cultural confidence and critical self-awareness. Pointing 
to Indigenous leaders, it also reassesses the contribution 
of government and mission ‘protection’ policies and the 
revised definitions of ‘Aboriginal’. Tim Rowse explains 
why Australia has conceded a large Indigenous Land and 
Sea Estate since the 1960s, and argues that the crisis 
in ‘self-determination’ since 2000 has been fuelled by 
Indigenous critique of the selves that they have become. 
As Indigenous people put themselves at the centre of 
arguments about their future, this book could not be 
more timely.

UNSW Press, November 2017, Paperback, 234 x 153 mm,  
464 pp, $45.00, ISBN: 9781742235578,  
ebook: 9781742244075, ePDF: 9781742248479,  
Rights available: World

Running the City:
Why public art matters

Felicity Fenner

Indigenous and Other 
Australians since 1901 

Timothy Rowse

Marie McMahon, You are on Aboriginal land, 
1984, photo screenprint, 65.5 x 45.8 cm, 

Museum of Contemporary Art, gift of Professor 
Terry Smith, 2007. Image courtesy the artist and 

Museum of Contemporary Art Australia  
© the artist/ Licenced by Viscopy 2017



Australia has no bill or charter of rights. So we have 
no comprehensive law that enshrines human rights – 
even though these laws are standard in the rest of the 
developed world. What does this mean for the rights  
of Australian citizens?

Several states and territories have adopted their own 
charters of rights, or are in the process of doing so, but 
there is none at the federal level. In this fully revised 
fourth edition of A Charter of Rights for Australia, 
George Williams and Daniel Reynolds show decisively 
that human rights are not adequately protected. Pressing 
cases and examples demonstrate how the rights of people 
at the margins of our society are violated in shocking 
ways. Timely and persuasive, this book reminds us that 
an Australian charter of rights is needed more than ever. 

UNSW Press, August 2017, Paperback, 210 x 135 mm, 192 pp
$34.99, ISBN: 9781742235431, ebook: 9781742242828
ePDF: 9781742248301, Rights available: World

This thoroughly researched and generously illustrated 
biography tells the remarkable story of John Bolton – 
the leading Australian astronomer of his generation.

John Bolton (1922–93) was born in Sheffield and 
educated at Cambridge University. After wartime service 
in the Royal Navy, he arrived in Sydney and joined the 
CSIRO Radiophysics Laboratory. In the late 1940s he 
discovered and identified the first discrete radio sources, 
unusual objects at vast distances with intense emission 
at radio frequencies.  The discovery marked the birth of 
a new field – extragalactic radio astronomy. Bolton had 
the unusual distinction of being the inaugural director 
of two new observatories. In the late 1950s he built the 
first major observatory for radio astronomy at Caltech in 
the United States, and then returned to Australia to take 
charge of the newly completed Parkes telescope in New 
South Wales – featured in the acclaimed film The Dish. 
It was from here that Bolton, and his CSIRO colleagues, 
propelled Australia to the forefront of international radio 
astronomy.

NewSouth, July 2017, Hardback, 234 x 153 mm, 432 pp,  
120 illustrations, $59.99, ISBN: 9781742235455,  
ebook: 9781742242743, ePDF: 9781742248226,  
Rights available: World

A Charter of Rights for 
Australia (new edition)

George Williams and 
Daniel Reynolds

Radio Astronomer: 
John Bolton and a New 

Window on the Universe 
Peter Robertson



A timely and compelling book, with contributions 
from military personnel, aid workers, commentators 
and scholars, on issues the Australian Army needs to 
confront and challenges it can’t ignore.

Events at Abu Ghraib prison and the 1968 My Lai 
Massacre show that the behaviour of the military can, 
at times, descend into barbarism. How strong is the 
Australian military’s commitment to avoiding such 
atrocities? 

Including chapters on social media and violence, 
cyberweapons, and special operations and humanitarian 
deployments, Ethics Under Fire analyses the Australian 
Army’s commitment to behaving ethically, and the 
challenges involved. This book offers a rare insight into 
the key issues facing the modern army, from technology 
and tactics to terrorism.

UNSW Press, September 2017, Paperback, 234 x 153 mm
304 pp, $39.99, ISBN: 9781742235493, ebook: 9781742242859
ePDF: 9781742248332 , Rights available: World

The first of four volumes examining the performance of 
the Howard Government over its 11 years in office.

Drawing on documents from John Howard’s papers held 
at UNSW Canberra, The Ascent to Power covers the 1996 
election, the Coalition’s readiness for office, its main 
policy decisions and the practical challenges of its first 
year in power, including gun control and electoral reform. 
With contributions from John Howard, Liberal and Labor 
politicians, media commentators, key public servants and 
academics, The Ascent to Power takes a critical look at 
the Howard Government’s rise to power and its successes, 
shortcomings and failures.

UNSW Press, October 2017, Paperback, 234 x 153 mm,  
304 pp, 18 illustrations, $39.99, ISBN: 9781742235288,  
ebook: 9781742244020, ePDF: 9781742248431,  
Rights available: World

Ethics Under Fire: 
Challenges for the 

Australian Army
Tom Frame and  

Albert Palazzo

The Ascent to Power 
1996: The Howard 

Government, Volume 1
Edited by Tom Frame
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NewSouth Publishing makes thought-provoking 
books that create debate and tackle social, 
political and scientific issues. Books that are 
great to read and great to look at. BOOKS THAT 
CHANGE YOUR MIND.

NewSouth Publishing uses the following imprints: 
UNSW Press and NewSouth.

A complete catalogue of our titles is available 
online at www.newsouthbooks.com.au

Australian Sales and Representation

International Sales and Representation

USA, Canada and Asia
Independent Publishers Group
814 North Franklin Street
Chicago, IL 60610
Tel: (800) 888-4741
Fax: (312) 337-5985
frontdesk@ipgbook.com

In the UK, Continental Europe,  
Middle East, and Africa
Eurospan
3 Henrietta Street
London WC2E 8LU
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 207 240 0856
Fax: +44 (0) 207 379 0609
Email: info@eurospangroup.com

Three Ways to Order NewSouth Publishing Titles
1. Through your local bookshop
2. On our secure website
www.newsouthbooks.com.au
3. Over the phone on 02 8778 9999

All prices are in Australian dollars and include 
GST. Postage Australia-wide is $9.90. Postage 
rates and ex-GST prices for overseas orders will be 
calculated and confirmed before processing your 
order.

Disclaimer
Prices are correct at time of printing but may 
change without notice.

Contact Details
Postal Address:
NewSouth Publishing
UNSW Sydney NSW 2052

Couriers and Visitors:
Cliffbrook Campus UNSW
45 Beach Street
Coogee NSW 2034

Distribution Centre & Customer Service
NewSouth Books
C/- TL Distribution
15-23 Helles Ave
Moorebank NSW 2170
Tel: +61 2 8778 9999 
Fax: +61 2 8778 9944
orders@tldistribution.com.au

Publishing and Rights Enquiries
Tel: +61 2 8936 0100
enquiries@newsouthpublishing.com

Media Enquiries
Tel: +61 2 8936 0026
harriet.mcinerney@newsouthpublishing.com.au
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